WIDE-AREA FILE SERVICES

many cases, technical employees must also
be added to the payroll to manage the remote configurations.
Maintaining security controls and accurate and timely backups of critical data is
challenging in a distributed environment.
Managers are often left wondering if nontechnical employees at remote offices will remember to back up the server each evening.

The drive to WAFS
There are two trends driving agencies toward
WAFS and its related technologies. “Branchoffice server-centralization projects and the
move to Web browser-based applications
continue to drive this market,” said Joe Skorupa, a research director at Gartner.
WAFS improve remote file-access speeds
while eliminating the need for equipment
and technical employees at remote locations.
Centralizing equipment also allows information technology managers to more easily implement policies that will ensure compliance. In addition, deploying other
strategies, such as data backups, also becomes easier in a centralized environment.
Centralization, consolidation, control
and lower costs aren’t the only reasons to
look at WAFS technology. In a recent report,

IDC analysts said, “As WAN-optimization
appliances are deployed across borders (continents, extranets, remote offices, etc.), these
dedicated appliances are also becoming critical to detecting and preventing denial-ofservice attacks, worms, intrusions, and other traffic and access irregularities.”
Using WAFS appliances for WAN optimization is worth considering, Skorupa
said. Packeteer and Riverbed Technology,
two leaders in the WAN-optimization area,
offer WAFS support. However, the market
for WAN optimization, which includes
WAFS and other related technologies, is
still emerging. It is likely that additional
mergers and acquisitions will occur as the
market matures.
In the meantime, it is a good idea to execute one or more WAFS-related proof-ofconcept projects or conduct a small test
with a limited number of remote offices.

How WAFS work
WAFS solutions come in pairs of appliances
— one for the central data center and the
other for the remote or branch office —
and they are often used with virtual private networks. A centralized data-center
WAFS appliance might serve one or more

remote locations depending on its size and
configuration.
Once in place, the central and remote
WAFS appliances work together to speed
WAN performance by using technologies
such as compression, caching or acceleration. Some providers use all three methods
and other proprietary tools.
The remote appliance decompresses and
caches the traffic and, given a large enough
cache, can make file access downright peppy at the remote office. On the return trip
to the agency’s centralized data center, the
remote appliance also compresses the outbound traffic.
Here are some necessary steps to properly deploy WAFS appliances.

Step 1: Determine your topology
One of the first things to consider is what
type of topology you want to have. Providers of WAFS appliances might support
an inline or non-inline topology, although
several providers support both. In an inline topology, you route traffic through the
WAFS appliances directly. That type of configuration allows you to speed all the traffic between the two locations.
Conversely, in a non-inline topology,

WAFS solutions
Here are examples of some wide-area file services products.

COMPANY

PRODUCT

PROTOCOLS

CACHE SPACE

DISK SPACE

Availl

WAFS Multi-Directional
software

Common Internet File System

Limited to space available
on the server

Limited to space available
on the server

Brocade Communications
Systems

Tapestry WAFS

CIFS, Network File System

100G-700G

N/A

Cisco Systems

FE 511 File Engine

CIFS, NFS

80G

N/A

Expand Networks

Accelerators
(several devices)

CIFS, NFS, other wide-area
network traffic

Combines software-based
WAFS support with an
accelerator appliance

External only

Hewlett-Packard

StorageWorks Enterprise File
Services WAN Accelerators
(several devices)

CIFS, NFS, other WAN traffic

80G-512G

Redundant disk available
on some models

Packeteer

iShared TN-50, TN-100 and
TN-300 appliances

CIFS, NFS, FTP, HTTP,
Microsoft Exchange and
SharePoint

50G-300G

160G-1 terabyte with
Redundant Array of
Independent Disks

Riverbed Technology

Steelhead appliances

CIFS, NFS, other WAN traffic

35G-512G

Redundant disk available
on some models

